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What is Artificial Intelligence?What is Artificial Intelligence?

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

AI is a set way to solve problems inspired by the way 

people use their nervous systems and bodies 

to sense, learn, reason, and take action



AI is out of accademia since 2012







Lugano LUGANO



IDSIA is a research institute on Artificial

Intelligence founded in 1988 in Lugano

Now about 80 people:

8 Professors, 36 PostDocs/Sw Engineers

19 PhD students, 10 Master students
IDSIA is a common
USI and SUPSI since 2000

Thanks to italian philantropist

Angelo Dalle Molle (1908-2002)

Dipartimento tecnologie

innovative

«Die Fortschritte der Wissenschaft im

Allgemeinen und die der aufstrebenden

Informatik im Besonderen den Menschen nicht

unterwerfen, sondern ihm nützen sollten.»



©MarketingDistillery

Machine Learning – Deep NN

Swarm Optimization - Robotics

2.0M - 100 papers x year

2.0M – 15-20 running projects



What is AI today?What is AI today?



More in detail



Deep Neural Networks

Deep Machine LearningDeep Machine Learning



Detection of mitotic nuclei in breast 
cancer histology images



– MAV autonomously follows a forest trail

– Applications in search and rescue

A Deep Machine Learning approach  to Visual 

Perception based navigation in Forest Trails

A Deep Machine Learning approach  to Visual 

Perception based navigation in Forest Trails



Dataset size

Teaching by examples



The drone with an artificial brainThe drone with an artificial brain



Inside the Drone’s Artificial BrainInside the Drone’s Artificial Brain



One of our Phd student is one of the 

three founders of Google DeepMind

50 people in 2014

700 people in 2018



We give voice to Google !!!!



One of the most used Deep NN LSTM (Long Short Term

Memory) was invented in IDSIA and TUM in 1997



Machine learning



(Unstructured) Data

→Numbers

→Chars/texts

→Suonds

→Images/clips

→Graphs

→DNA ...



Learning from (BIG) data

→ Search for patterns in data

– set of patterns = a model

– allows us to structure information

→ Models can be queried

– for prediction, diagnosis, recognition, ...

→ (Sort of)  Domain independent

– the meaning of data is not always needed
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Some applications



Novartis
(Basel)





DXT Commodities
(Lugano)



Trading of energy and 
optimisation of wind & solar plants

Energy markets



Corriere del Ticino
(Lugano)



Profiling readers

Personalised ads and news



C-Labs & SGS 
(Manno, Geneve)



Intelligent text mining 



Georg Fischer
(Losone)



self learning

machining

Operator feedback field

- Real-time data acquisition
- Process output results

Operator application field

- Basic process parameters
- Protection algorithms

MACHINE OPERATOR

EXPERT KNOWLEDGE

(Specialists at GFMS)

DATA MINING

(From experimental results)

VIOLA

Virtual Operator with self-Learning Algorithm

KNOWLEDGE BASE EXPERT SYSTEM

Fusion rule



Casale sa
(Lugano)



Advanced artificial intelligence 

algorithms embedding expertise 

and knowledge on ammonia 

plants, lead to a unique service 

for automated continuous 

monitoring and decision support

Predictive maintenance, failure detection and 
distance process analytics

Industry: Predictive maintenanceIndustry: Predictive maintenance

AI-CARES 



Armasuisse
(Thun)



:Strategic Expert System



UBS
(Zürich, Manno)







Hey, but is it that easy?



Hey, but is it that easy?



Please measure performance, machine learning is powerful

but you can learn different things from the same data !!! 

Please measure performance, machine learning is powerful

but you can learn different things from the same data !!! 



©MarketingDistillery



GTC keynote on Tuesday April 5, 2016 Jensen H Huang, CEO of NVIDIA

The prize is the new NVIDIA DGX-1 Deep Learning Supercomputer 

valued at 130’000$



Swiss Special ICT Award 2016

One of the best international bio-inspired AI institutes and 

Swiss companies directly benefit from the work of its researchers







Improve quality of lifeImprove quality of life



Hybrid worldHybrid world

Patent pending



A new hybrid wordA new hybrid word



… art. Teatro Dimitri. Lugano, 

Performance CIRP, 2017

… art. Teatro Dimitri. Lugano, 

Performance CIRP, 2017



Learning to manipulate



Thank your for your attention



Species EvolutionSpecies Evolution



QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Species EvolutionSpecies Evolution



A new hybrid world is comingA new hybrid world is coming



QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

A new hybrid world is comingA new hybrid world is coming



Professionals who use AI as a quick and effective consultant 

who can provide them with opinions, 

scenarios and advice.

But human must remain at the center of the decision-making 

process, so..... please, on the one hand AI... but keep shaking 

hands with your clients on the other.

… in the new hybrid world… in the new hybrid world





Title: Philosophy and Artificial Intelligence
Abstract:
Artificial Intelligence, abbreviated as AI, is the subfield of Computer Science devoted to developing programs 
that enable computers to display behavior that can (broadly) be characterised as intelligent. According to its 
strong version, its ultimate goal should be to create an artificial system that is as intelligent as a human being. 
Recent striking success such as AlphaGo have indeed made the public believe that not only this objective is 
possible, but that in a not so far future machines could be even more intelligent than human beings.
The actual and possible developments of artificial intelligence open up a series of striking questions such as:
- Can really a computer think in the way a human being does?
- Is the human brain and mind a computer?
- Can a computer have a mind and conscious experiences, such as thoughts, desires, and emotions?
- What is artificial intelligence? Is it the same as human intelligence? Are they even 

comparable or are they something essentially different?
- Can a machine be morally responsible for its actions? Can a machine be good or evil? What 

other moral considerations are related to AI?
The aim of this course is to tackle such questions and discuss them in the context of the historical development 
of AI. 

Teachers:
Alessandro Facchini, Barry Smith

some important questionssome important questions



The vision: a huge 

interactive AI installation 

(inside the artificial brain)





(below the train station)

a kinship between artistic work and scientific research to better understand what AI is



NeuralRope#1. Inside an Artificial Brain 

Alex Dorici, visual artist who creates 

art installations with naval ropes 

based on cubical and pyramidal forms 

An interactive urban installation reproducing an Artificial Neural Networks where the 

eye is a camera, neural connections are 700m of florescent ropes and neurons

are 16 LED screes showing in real time the NN activities. 



We trained NeuralRope#1 in the tunnel by recording the hand gestures 

of 15 volunteers from the camera. 

(approx. 3,000 images in two minutes, tot. 30 min, 45,000 images)

... we associated the cube with the fist and the pyramid with the three 

fingers to remember the work of Alex Dorici



In case you visit the Besso tunnel, 

please:

stop in the footsteps and  

make gestures on the camera.

NeuralRope#1 tries to recognize it:

in case of fist it shows a cube 

in case of three fingers a pyramid

…. and more secret gestures!



NeuralRope#1 internal neurons states 

visualized in real time on the 16 led screens









… a greeting for you with a special gesture at the end of the video !



“The advances of science in general and those of computer 
science in its beginnings in particular were not to enslave 
humans but rather to be at his service”



Thank your for your attention

Dipartimento tecnologie

innovative






